
Homework Assignments Math 30 Tentative

Directions:
On the top sheet write: Number of problems done followed by the number of problems

done in the entire book-work homework assignment (the total possible is given in the chart
below beneath the due date/test date.)  Some papers will be spot-checked and if the number of
problems actually done does not match the number on the top sheet, the entire assignment will
get zero points.  Also, if the number of problems done is not written, points will be deducted.

The book-work assignment will be graded for problems COMPLETED for a possible
minimum of ten points.  On top of the homework should be included any write-ups on all in-class
assignments (if assigned).  These will be worth at most six points (total points: eighteen).

The algebraic problems must be done in the form outlined on the ‘Steps and Rules’ sheet
handed out in class.

Due Date/Test Date
(total homework problems)

Section Homework Assignment

8/26
(161)

1.8 1-87 odds, omit 67 and 71.

2.1 3-51x3 odds, 59, and 63.

2.2 3-51x3 odds and 59-71 odds.

2.3 1-77 odds, omit 65 and 67.

2.7 3-87x3 odds.

2.4 3-39x3 odds and 51-69 odds.

2.5 1-45 odds.

9/5
(192)

3.1 1-93 odds.

3.2 1-75 odds, omit 69.

3.3 1-37 odds, 41, 43, 47, and 45.

3.4 1-61 odds.

3.5 7-65 odds.

4.1 7-53 odds.

9/12
(69)

[Out of Class Assignment]

4.2 1-37 odds.

4.3 1-63 odds.

4.4 1-21 odds and 35-47 odds.



9/19
(145)

5.1 3-81x3 odds and 95-101 odds.

5.2 3-99x3 odds and 101.

5.3 3-99x3 odds and 101.

5.4 3-75x3 odds.

5.5 3-75x3 odds.

5.6 1-35 odds.

5.7 1-77 odds and 81-123x3 odds.

10/1
(243)

6.1 3-63x3 odds and 69-85 odds.

6.2 1-73 odds and 83.

6.3 1-87 odds.

6.4 3-81x3 odds, 83, 85, 107, and 109.

6.5 17-111 odds and 123.

6.6 1-69 odds, 81, and 83.

7.1 1-75 odds omit 51.

10/8
(107)

7.2 3-63x3 odds omit 21.

7.3 3-63x3 odds.

7.4 1-95 odds and omit 87.

7.5 3-39x3 odds and 49.

7.6 1-45 odds and 61-75 odds.

Due Date/Test Date
(total homework problems)

Section Homework Assignment

Facilitated Learning Session Opportunity
A Facilitated Learning Session (a scheduled group study time with a tutor) will be established for

this course by the Tutoring Center.  You may earn two extra credit points for every session you attend.*

Self-Initiated Group Study
A group tutoring session consisting of two to five students from this class may be formed.  The

appointment is made with a tutor through the Tutoring Center.  When you arrive at the appointment, let
the Center know that you wish to get credit for the session, and they will fill out the proper paperwork. 
You may earn two extra credit points for every hour session you attend.*  You may take advantage of this
opportunity up through the day of the last unit test (10/9).

Out-of-Class Assignment
Do one of the following before class on the due date:  attend a Facilitated Learning Session or

attend a Self-Initiated Group Study.  This assignment is worth four points.

*Note on Extra Credit: you may only earn a MAXIMUM of twenty extra credit points
from the two extra credit opportunities mentioned above.


